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This is a great book describing leaders (both good and bad) who either have accomplished amazing

feats or who brought destruction or death to scores of people.Ã‚Â Although the goals of these

individuals were often quite different, the leadership processes they used were frequently

similar.Ã‚Â The book also includes an introductory chapter explaining the latest theories of

leadership.Ã‚Â Each snapshot will add an important Ã¢â‚¬Å“reality checkÃ¢â‚¬Â• to the theories

and models described in most introductory leadership textbooks, making this an important

supplement for students taking leadership courses.Ã‚Â Leaders from various disciplines, historical,

religious, political, sports, and business,Ã‚Â are included, as well as leaders from around the

world.Ã‚Â Each chapter ends with a discussion of theories of leadership pertaining to that

leader,Ã‚Â and questions for discussion.
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'Jon Howell is a well known researcher in the leadership field who has done a great service to

students of leadership with this new book. He has plowed through a huge body of knowledge, and

given students learning points and insights that no one before him had noticed. Jon has revealed

the human side of leadership. This book reveals the flawed, yet admirable qualities of the leaders he

describes, and shows us how deeply we are influenced by our upbringings, and by the people who

we grow up with in what truly can be called "the formative years". The leaders presented in this



book have made their marks in very different fields. Snapshots of Great Leadership provides a lens

with which to view the leaders today with the benefit of our various theories and 21st century

insight.' - Steve Kerr, Provost, Chancellor University, Senior Advisor, Goldman Sachs 'What do

Steve Jobs, Mother Teresa, Abraham Lincoln, Pat Summit, Geronimo, and Konosuke Matsushita

have in common? Maybe several things, but, as the author makes clear, all have been great leaders

in widely diverse settings, circumstances, and organizations. They and their life stories, along with

19 other remarkable leaders from all walks of life, are engagingly profiled in this extremely readable

book. As an added bonus, as it were, five influential "bad" leaders are covered in the final chapters.

All told, this combination, along with an opening chapter that succinctly reviews the major theories of

leadership, provides instructors with a highly useful book for any class on leadership. It provides

many, many concrete examples of leadership behavior in action, and I predict that students will

greet these snapshots of great leaders with great enthusiasm!' - Lyman Porter, University of

California, Irvine.   "I teach leadership at the undergraduate and graduate levels. I think Jon Howell

has done all faculty teaching leadership a huge favor by compiling this book of outstanding leaders

(and a few bad ones) in Snapshots of Great Leadership. My experience confirms his; students

derive the most learning from learning about what real leaders do and have done. Learning about

the theories follows far more easily with this as the starting point. I would use this book as a

stand-alone text. The theories can be expanded upon as needed. This book saves countless hours

trying to amass the backgrounds and experiences of extraordinary leaders to use in our leadership

classes." - Leanne Atwater, Chairperson and Professor, Department of Management, University of

Houston  'Students and faculty are always searching for cogent examples of good and bad

leadership. This book makes leadership theory and research come alive with a host of compelling

cases, present and past, from a variety of walks of life including business, government, the military,

sports, and religion. The rich biographies are excellent stimuli for discussion, analysis, and

comparison. Managers and executives will find the cases intriguing. They shed light on leadership

that goes beyond what people commonly know, or think they know, about well-known, and some

not-so-well-known entrepreneurs, CEOs, and officials.' - Manuel London, Dean, College of

Business, State University of New York at Stony Brook 'WeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve needed a resource like this

for a long time. The snapshots provide compelling illustrations of different types of leaders and their

actionsÃ¢â‚¬Â¦including "bad" leaders. This is just what weÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve needed to bring these

leadership concepts home to our students.' - James Weber, Management Department, GR

Herberger Business School, St. Cloud State University



By far one of my favorite reads wishing my Graduate Progfam, it is so insightful and pulls on the

leaders to which we recognize every single day in order to present a secure message on the types

of leaderships within our society today!

I like this book. I recommend to each student to read this book. We need to know about each

leader, no matter where the leader is coming from. It is just read it for culture.

Great Book and sellers were easy to work with!

This was a required read for a class i took. It was insightful but not something i would recommend

for a casual read.

It has every leadership theory tied to some of the greatest, and not so greatest leaders of today and

yesterday. If you train leadership, or are just a student of it; read it...NOW :)

Excellent read, entertaining, and a must for anyone curious about leadership styles. I enjoyed every

page!!

I bought this book for a college course that I was taking and found the book pretty interesting and

learn a lot from it!
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